INCREDIBLES Superhero Beanie

Final - March 22, 2019

RED BEANIE with Black Mask: Red Heart Soft Really Red, Caron Simply Soft Harvest Red, or I Love This Yarn Red
(Use the same brand for both Red and Black yarns)

YARN: Only use SOFT yarn for these beanies so they will be comfortable enough for tender scalps to wear

(Approved Brands: Red Heart Soft, Caron Simply Soft, I Love This Yarn - also be sure to use only the approved colors for each wig)
HOOK: ** H hook (depending on yarn thickness and the tension in your crochet stitches, you may find you need to adjust your hook size to get the right tension in your stitches
GAUGE: 3 stitches per inch / 2.75 rounds per inch - and/or measure crown width after R8 to determine if you need to go up or down on your Hook size.

Beanie Option #1: No Seam - working in the spiral
R1: 8 HDC in adjustable loop (8)
R2: 2 HDC in each stitch around (16)
R3: *2 HDC in 1st stitch, 1 HDC in next stitch*, repeat from * to * (24)
Crown Width
R4: *2 HDC in 1st stitch, 1 HDC each of next 2 stitches*, repeat from * to * (32)
5.75 - 6”
R5: *2 HDC in 1st stitch, 1 HDC each of next 3 stitches*, repeat from * to * (40)
R6: *2 HDC in 1st stitch, 1 HDC each of next 4 stitches*, repeat from * to * (48)
R7: *2 HDC in 1st stitch, 1 HDC each of next 5 stitches*, repeat from * to * (56)
R8: *2 HDC in 1st stitch, 1 HDC each of next 6 stitches*, repeat from * to * (64) . . . Check your Crown Width:
R9 to 6” from Crown to Brim: If crown width is 5.75“ to 6” then Continue HDC
until Beanie is 6” from Crown to Brim

MASK: Switch to Black Yarn

Top of Mask: Continue with 2 more rows of HDC
Eye Holes Row: 21 HDC, 1 SC then chain 10 & skip over 8 stitches & attach with SC in 9th stitch,
SC in next 2 stiches (3 for nose), and then chain 10 and skip over 8 stitches and
attach with SC in 9th stitch, continue with HDC in each stitch to end of row.
Next Row:
HDC in each stitch until eyehole, 10 HDCs inside first eye hole,
SC across 3 stitches for nose, 10 HDCs in second eyehole, then HDC to end of row
Final Row:

SC around beanie, weave end in

BLACK OVAL with Orange Outline H Hook

Medium weight Black yarn, and Yarn Bee Hot Orange yarn

BLACK Yarn

Magic adjustable loop, Ch 1
R1: Inside the loop- 3 DC, 3 SC, 3 DC ,3 SC, (12) join to Ch 1 with SS
R2: 2 DC in each stitch, (24), join with SS
R3: *2 HDC in first stitch, 1 HDC in next stitch*, repeat from *to* , join with SS
R4: *2 SC in first stitch, 1 SC in next 2 stitches, * repeat from *to*, join with SS

ORANGE Yarn
R5: *2 SC in first stitch, 1 SC in next 3 stitches, * repeat from *to*, join with SS

DOT of the “ i ” WHITE Yarn
Magic adjustable loop, Ch 1
R1: 8 SC inside the ring, join with SS

GOLD Yarn (Big Twist Gold)
R2: 2 HDC in each stitch, (16), join with SS, leave tail for sewing on

BASE of the “ i ” GOLD Yarn (Big Twist Gold)
Ch 9
R1: DC in each stitch, (8), Ch 1
R2: SC in each stich to end, leave tail for sewing on

FAUX BLACK TIE (1): Black Yarn
Red 6”

8”

Make sure it fits
comfortably on a 21”
circumference head
(not too loose and not
too tight)

Ch 51
R1: HDC in each stitch, (50), Ch 1
R2: SC in each stich to end, weave tails in
Fold tie to form a “V” and sew the “point” of the “V” to center back of black

